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The Garden
Plan
The Bastyr Gardens are a defining feature in the university's academic
programs and in the physical and spiritual beauty of the site. With this
recognition, the plan provides recommendations to help the Bastyr
community achieve their vision for the future of the gardens. The plan
for the Bastyr Gardens guides the growth and expansion of garden
spaces on campus.
This chapter is organized into the following sections:
z

Background and Context,

z

Visions for the Gardens,

z

Garden Program,

z

Garden Plan, and

z

Implementation.
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
The existing Bastyr University Garden was created in 1997 with 65
species of herbs. Student-maintained, it now includes over 250 species
of herbs and crops. Initial contributions for the 25' x 50' garden plot
came from alumni, the Student Council, and university departments.
Students and faculty began the process of transplanting western and
oriental herbs, and culinary plants from the previous campus garden to
the present garden. Through much hard work, on-going dedication to
the garden, and the connection formed between the garden and its gardeners, the University Garden has become part of the academic, social,
and spiritual fabric of the university.
The garden serves as a hands-on learning tool for students, teachers,
and visitors. It includes common western and traditional Chinese
medicinal plants, culinary herbs, vegetables, grains, flowers, a gazebo,
and pond. Students study the growing plants, learn how to harvest
them and make tinctures, and use them for cooking in the whole foods
kitchen-laboratory. Community members are welcome to visit the garden, and private or group tours are also provided.
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The garden also serves as a living laboratory and an example of
Bastyr's commitment to environmental sustainability. Food waste from
the vegetarian kitchen is composted and then applied to the garden to
enrich the soil for next year's growth.
The university garden is currently divided into seven sections:
z

Western herb beds include herbs that are commonly used by
Native Americans, western herbalists, and naturopathic physicians.

z

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) herb beds contain
Chinese herbs that help to harmonize the vital life energy
within the patient and between the patient and the surrounding world.

z

Physiological systems beds support and are organized by
organ systems of the human body.

z

The culinary round bed includes herbs used to season meals
in both the whole foods cooking classes and the Bastyr cafeteria.

z

Pie beds contain a mixture of herbs and seasonal vegetables
used by the naturopathic, acupuncture and oriental medicine,
and nutrition departments.

z

Nutrition beds display the year-round cultivation of seasonal
vegetables, grains, and culinary herbs grown in the region.

z

The shadehouse contains plants that grow naturally in the
shaded undergrowth of deciduous and conifer forests.

But the garden is more than a series of beds, more than a number of
plant species, more than a classroom resource. It is a place for gathering, for relaxing, for meditating, and for reflecting. It serves as a peaceful, beautiful, and healing environment, a retreat from everyday life.
These are qualities to be fostered and nurtured in the future gardens.
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VISIONS FOR THE GARDENS
The University Garden is the key link between traditional classroom
study and the hands-on connection to the natural environment. As
Bastyr University evolves, the garden also has the opportunity to
increase its role in the curriculum, as well as to continue to enhance the
beauty of the site.
The university has identified a series of visions for the gardens as they
grow and change with the campus. These are grouped under several
categories and are presented on the following pages:

R ESOURCES /P RODUCTION FACILITIES
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z

There will be an abundance of herbs in a particular location
for harvesting. Harvested plants are used for cooking in the
nutrition department, classes, and the cafeteria.

z

There will be a place for starting plants in the winter, especially the herbs, vegetables, and grains that are used in the
nutrition classes and the cafeteria.

z

The food production garden will have the capacity for supplying the kitchen with salad greens and root vegetables, culinary
herbs, and a limited amount of grains. It will also supply
resources for the whole foods cooking classes.
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z

Some farm machinery will aid in food production.

z

Facilities will exist for the composting of garden and kitchen
waste.

z

There will be space for orchards and flower/cutting gardens.

z

The greenhouse will contain the garden supervisor's office, a
library, and other staff offices.

z

There will be a shade house and space for mushroom cultivation.

z

Drying space for herbs during the harvest season will be used
for other needs throughout the year. The room will include
wall-to-wall jars and drying space overhead.

z

An herbarium will house dried pressed plants with labels to
identify the species.

z

Tool collection will be provided near individual gardens with a
larger tool shed to house machinery. These areas will be
secure.
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T EACHING
z

The gardens will provide enough space to serve one class at a
time, as well as community classes in the future. There will be
dedicated teaching spaces for the different programs to alleviate competition for resources.

z

The gardens will include as many herbs and medicinal plants
in the curriculum as possible for hands-on teaching purposes.
This is especially important for the western and Chinese
medicinal beds.

z

A teaching greenhouse and a laboratory will be used to
enhance students' understanding of caring for plants as well
as learning new techniques for growing.

z

The forest will continue to be a teaching location. The university will also consider reforestation activities.

z

A hillside terraced amphitheater will provide space for teaching and presentations.

z

Teaching will be able to occur in a variety of areas, including
grassy open spaces, spaces under trees protected from rain,
and spaces within and around gardens.

z

There will be space for instruction on food gardening.

C OMMUNIT Y
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z

The gardens and greenhouse will provide spaces for community activities and classes.

z

There will be children's spaces/gardens and opportunities for
participation by local schools.

z

Economic development opportunities include food and seed
sales, self-guided tours, videotaped courses, and CDs of the
garden's plants.
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H EALING /S ANCTUARY
z

A sanctuary garden will provide a quiet, reflective space for
students, faculty, staff, and visitors.

z

Features such as a labyrinth may be used for meditation and
instruction.

z

There may be a meditative place near the dorms.

z

Sacred and meditative spaces will be sheltered from the rain.

z

Each major garden will have a sanctuary.

z

Gardens will be open to creative expression.
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GARDEN PROGRAM
The existing garden takes up a relatively small area on the campus,
though it has grown significantly since its beginning. As Bastyr envisioned its future, it quickly became apparent that the gardens lie at the
heart of the university's programs and should therefore be a cornerstone of campus development.
As a result of visioning sessions with University Garden staff, an initial
program for garden space and facilities was developed. The program
includes space for multiple gardens and structures. The amount of
space included in the garden program exceeds the needs expressed by
the garden staff. This allows for flexibility in the use of spaces to
accommodate changing needs over time. There is also a significant
amount of unprogrammed space with the potential to serve many different uses.The garden program is summarized in Table 6.1
TA B L E 6 . 1 G A R D E N P R O G R A M
Garden Space
Flower/herb/vegetable
garden
Production/teaching garden
for nutrition program
Western medicine harvest
garden
Western medicine teaching
garden
Traditional Chinese medicine
garden
Kitchen garden
Unprogrammed space
Total
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GSF
20,000
12,000
14,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
21,000
103,000
(2.36 acres)
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The garden program also includes a teaching greenhouse in one of the
new courtyards in the academic core. Additional facilities, including a
production greenhouse, maintenance/tool shed, composting area,
sanctuary/healing gardens, and community/children's garden can be
easily located in unprogrammed space. Orchards and flower gardens
will also be integrated throughout the campus in general landscaped
areas.
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GARDEN PLAN
The garden plan was developed in concert with the Campus Master
Plan, resulting in plans that are inextricably connected. With the intertwinement of these plans, the gardens will become a dominant feature
in the physical, academic, and social realms at Bastyr.
With the expansion of the academic buildings, a large section of the
current University Garden will have to be relocated to the new garden
locations on campus. As shown in Map 6.1, an original section of the
University Garden will be preserved as part of the gateway to the campus and a testament to its history.
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As an extension of the academic core, new gardens will be located
throughout campus, in courtyards and plazas, in atriums and greenhouses, and surrounding the meadow. Just as the original garden did,
the new gardens will serve as a laboratory for renewable, sustainable
and organic agriculture. Teaching gardens will display as many of the
medicinal plants in the curriculum as possible. Production gardens will
allow for the harvesting of plants for making tinctures and salves, or
for supplying organic vegetables and herbs for the vegetarian kitchen.
Sanctuary gardens will encourage meditation, reflection, and relaxation.
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The majority of the Bastyr Gardens will be located in the meadow,
including:
z

the teaching/production garden for nutrition,

z

the kitchen garden,

z

The western herb garden and traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM) garden for teaching,

z

The western herb garden and TCM garden for harvesting,

z

a sanctuary garden(s), and

z

various flower, vegetable, and culinary herb gardens.

As part of Bastyr's dedication to developing community links, the gardens will also provide space for teaching classes to the community in
topics such as organic gardening, medicine-making, and herbs for
cooking. Special garden space will be dedicated to providing community school children with a place for learning and interacting with the
environment.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Those who tend the garden say that there is a magic that permeates it –
a feeling of energy – that has grown from the dedication of people
who created it. Each year when the new plants break through the
ground toward the sunlight, the energy of the garden grows stronger.
The plans for the gardens must respect this and recognize that no level
of detailed planning can ever take the place of a garden that has grown
strong from the commitment of its tenders.
The process of developing the new gardens must encourage creative
ways to transfer the magic, while maintaining as much of the original
garden as possible. This cannot be achieved through machinery or
institutional mandate. Instead it must be an evolution that occurs
through time, the devotion and energy of people, and the integration
of creative energy through structure. The original garden was built
with these elements; the new garden must also grow from these. Special classes, programs, ceremony, and prayer sessions can be used to
help create the new gardens. The nutrition program can take pride in
the first harvest from the new garden while naturopathic medicine students will feel joy in transplanting the first herbs planted in the original
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garden to their new home, recognizing that with this change comes the
opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of what has brought
each student to Bastyr.
Above all, the gardens must not become institutionalized. The original
garden was started through the hard work of student volunteers. While
the master plan recognizes the importance of the gardens to the university, it also recognizes the importance of keeping the garden connected to the energy of students, community, and teachers that have
helped it to grow over the last several years. Those who love the garden
must be able to bring part of themselves, their creative touch, to the
garden. Students may "adopt a garden" and bring their own design. A
moving ceremony will maintain the seed of energy that has flourished
in the original garden. In these ways, the original garden will supply life
to countless plants in various gardens and will continue to lie at the
foundation of what makes Bastyr an extraordinary place.
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